Enrolment Form

General

Second Semester, 2019 – 2020

For office use:

GE

Received: $

IMPORTANT: Please complete this form in BLOCK LETTERS, and tick (√) the correct boxes. You should submit this form, together with the fee/deposit (in cash), to the enrolment counters. Details: cedars.hku.hk/ge

22/1/2020 (Wed) 10:00 – 17:00
K.K. Leung Concourse, G/F, K.K. Leung Building

23/1/2020 (Thu) onwards 09:30 – 13:00 & 14:00 – 18:15
GE Gatherland, 2/F, Pao Siu Loong Building

University No. □ Full-time □ Part-time

Family Name

Given Name

Name in Chinese

Nationality

Mobile Phone No. ☐ WhatsApp ☐ Facebook | Username / Phone Number: ______________________

HKU Portal Email Address

Simultaneous Interpretation (for non-Cantonese speakers only) Codes:___________________ ☐ English ☐ Mandarin

WE ARE THE WORLD

☐ [34A] HK’s New Global Identity ☐ [34B] Sense of Information ☐ [34C] Art as an Alternative
☐ [34D] Human Library ☐ [35] Prof. Joseph Chan
☐ [37] Taiwan Elections (Presentation)

F:A:C:E: (Fascinating Arts and Cultural Experiences)

☐ [39] Edward Yang’s Yiyi
☐ [40] Your Letters to Hong Kong 2030 $100 Deposit
☐ [41A] Artist-Citizen (Talk) ☐ [41B] Artist-Citizen (Studio Visit) $20 Fee

☐ [42] Book Club: In Love and War (+ Enrolment Form (Book Club)) $80 Fee + $100 Deposit

☐ [43] Book Club: David and Goliath (+ Enrolment Form (Book Club)) $50 Fee + $100 Deposit


GREEN LIVING LIFESTYLE

☐ [49] Organic Farming Workshop $150 Fee (Full-time Students) / $250 Fee (Part-time Students / Staff)

☐ [52] Tai Mo Shan Trip $100 Fee ☐ [53] Eco-tour to the Double Haven $180 Fee

GEST (GE Student Team)


☐ [57] Vegetarian Food Tour $80 Fee ☐ [58] Global News Chat ☐ [59] Curator’s Gig

☐ [60A] Exhibition: Taiwan Elections ☐ [60B] Exhibition: Tai Mo Shan Trip


CEDARS-GE strictly complies with the University’s Privacy Policy. Please find the Privacy Policy Statement at https://www.cedars.hku.hk/privacy.

☐ I understand the above-mentioned Privacy Policy and I acknowledge that all personal information collected will be used for CEDARS-GE programme enrolment only and this enrolment form will be destroyed at the end of the semester.

☐ I acknowledge that CEDARS will use photos and/or video footages taken during the programmes in HKU’s publications in print, digital and/or web-based platforms for promotional and archival purposes.

☐ I acknowledge that I will receive information of future programmes organised by CEDARS, and I can unsubscribe or withdraw my consent at any time by contacting CEDARS-GE at gened@hku.hk.

I, ________________ (Name), have enrolled in the above CEDARS-GE programmes on ______________ (Date).

Signature: _____________________